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Potential future ranges; future seemed far away 



Actuality: spruce mortality. Estimated ~200 million m3. 

Harz. Photo: Louis König
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Countries 
realise they 
will need 
natural 
resources. 

But 
resources 
are also 
vulnerable



The climate change challenge:

▪ Impacts are increasing & divers in space and time

▪Mitigation task

▪Bio-energy demand

▪Bio-economy: raw material task 

▪Already now: conflicts over these increases in demand 

▪Still fulfilling all functions in future: biodiversity, recreation, etc. 
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In study for EFI we introduced ‘Climate Smart Forestry’
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Aims at 1) sustainably increasing forest productivity and 
incomes; 2) adapting and building resilience to climate change; 
and 3) reducing and/or removing greenhouse gas emissions.

▪ Regards the whole chain 

▪ Regionally specific measures 
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We can strategise the forest management much better 
than what we do today 

combining high 
resolution data & 
info.

Tools can help to 
fulfil all functions of 
forests.



It is possible to devise climate smart forestry strategies 

using high resolution information 
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3D view on 
Vosges: Growing 
stock at every NFI 
plot 
(EFISCEN-space; 
Nabuurs, Schelhaas, 

Hengeveld, Verkerk)  



In reality: Climate Smart Forestry.

Dutch Climate Accord

▪ 2 M€/y is allocated to forestry pilots in climate smart forestry

▪ A wide variety of measures is being implemented now. Climate 

measures toolbox.

Febr 2020: our Minister 

launched the Forest 

strategy for Netherlands  
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https://www.vbne.nl/thema/klimaatakkoord

Revitalising forests: improve the soil 
and the biodiversity 



We start a European network of Climate Smart Forestry 

(CSF). Kick off this year under dutch funding  

CSF in the Green Deal needs: 

▪ Research: where best to do what, how to adapt, 
choice of tree species, optimal mitigation. H2020 call. 

● Where to do the afforestation of 2 billion trees of 
Timmermans in a proper manner 

▪ Member States: network of experiences (swe, fin, 
nor, nla, pol, cze, spa, bul, rom).  

▪ Commission: needs to pull this in strong manner. 
Forestry competence is more and more at Commission. 
DGs should collaborate in this (clima, Ener, Agri, Env, )  
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Thank you 

Gert-jan.nabuurs@wur.nl
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